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What Is The Tipping Point Toward
A High-Performance Culture?
By Stacey Barr

“There Are Four Levers To Help A Culture To Shift”
Suggested By Groysberg

A high-performance
culture smooths the
way to achieving
organisational
outcomes. And good
measurement is the
tipping point that
smooths the way to
creating a high-performance culture.

The CEO and senior
leaders of
any organisation have two
high-priority duties,
which only they can
perform:
building
culture and setting
strategic direction.
And these two duties are intrinsically
connected in highperformance organisations, organisations
that achieve the outcomes they exist to
achieve.
In their article “The
Leader’s Guide to
Corporate Culture”,
Groysberg et al discuss that the link between culture and
outcomes matters:
“When aligned with
strategy and leadership, a strong culture drives positive
organizational outcomes.”
This advice isn’t too
hard to accept. The
hard part is how to
get that alignment
between culture and
strategy and leadership.
A high-performance
culture must first
align to strategy and

leadership. No matter the style of culture that an organisation has, almost
certainly the leaders
want that culture to
be high-performance;
they want the culture
to smooth the way to
those organisational
outcomes of reaching
goals, fulfilling the
mission and realising
the vision.

culture styles, how
much it aligns to the
organisation’s context, and describing the target culture styles to shift to
that will increase the
alignment.

2. “Select and develop leaders who
align with the target
culture.”
Training,
educating, coaching,
mentoring and reThere are four levers cruiting leaders who
to help a culture to believe in and support
shift, suggested by the aspiration.
Groysberg’s and felorganizalow authors’ research: 3. “Use
tional conversations
1. “Articulate
the about culture to unaspiration.” Under- derscore the imporstanding the
or- tance of change.”
ganisation’s current

Overwhelming, even.
Possibly to the point
of tossing it to the
“too hard” basket.
But I think there’s
another way.
Measurement can
be the tipping point
4. “Reinforce the de- toward a high-persired change through formance culture.
organizational
design.” Using the or- In my second book I
ganisation’s
struc- proffer that good perture, its business formance measureprocess design, per- ment is the tipping
formance
manage- point toward a highment systems, train- performance culture.
ing, and so on, to
embed attitudes and Done well, perforbehaviours of the tar- mance measurement
get culture.
is a process that
holds the space for
The scope of work to all four of Groysberg
implement these four and his colleagues’
levers feels daunting. levers for evolving
Deliberately and regularly talking about
the organisational outcomes that matter and
the cultural styles
needed to smooth the
way to achieve them.

culture.
Done well, performance measurement
holds the space for
people at all levels in
the organisation to:
• Think more deliberately and deeply
about the results that
matter - good measurement
practice
starts with conversations that translate
easily fluffy, vague,
high-level goals into
clear and concise and
easily
understood
goals.
Article Continued on
page...6.
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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“98% Of People Don’t
Understand This”

But By Watching The Video
You Will Win More In Life
By Knowing It!
Watch Matthew McConaughey’s Incredible
Motivational Video By Clicking Here.
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What Is The Tipping Point Toward
A High-Performance Culture?
By Stacey Barr

“There Are Four Levers To Help A Culture To Shift”
Suggested By Groysberg

Stacey Barr

Continued from page back that is relevant
3.
to the strategy - good
measurement practice
• Have a clearer and provides just the right
unanimous focus on amount of evidence
results that matter - about
performance
when good measure- so that decisions are
ment practice starts made cleanly (withwith the senior lead- out distraction and arership, teams have gument) and quickly
a starting point they lead to action.
understand, and can
more easily see what • Collaborate across
their contribution is, the white space in the
and therefore what organisational chart
their own goals ought - good measurement
to be.
practice encourages
a systems view of or• Focus people on ganisational
operaimproving processes tions and processes,
and not defending which is the only way
turf - good measure- that the root causes
ment practice
fo- that constrain organicuses measures on sational performance
process results and can be uncovered and
not on people’s re- resolved.
sults, and this takes
the judgement away But,
measurement
so people can open up has to be done well to
to the truth about per- cause the tip toward a
formance rather than high-performance culhiding problems for ture.
fear of blame.
The ways most or• Get objective feed- ganisations do perfor-

Do Stacey’s free online course
“The 10 Secrets to KPI Success”
at
http://www.staceybarr.com/
the10secretstokpisuccess

mance measurement
won’t work. There are
too many bad habits that have become
common practice.

and how they will
cascade from the top
to their team - leaders
should never dictate a
team’s goals, but only
make the higher order
And too many people goals clear and underfail to appreciate that standable.
measurement needs
a methodology or 2. The thinking must
proper approach. It’s be open, without filnot enough to draw tering or judgment
a strategy map and because it’s too easy
populate it with off- for people to dismiss
the-shelf KPIs ( KPI ideas that don’t come
= Key Performance from the leader, or
Indicators) (no mat- that challenge the
ter how famous the way things have alperson is who recom- ways been done, or
mends them might that feel uncomfortbe).
able or scary or challenging.
The journey, the process,
the
experi- 3. Measure selection
ence of measurement must generate ownerneeds certain quali- ship and excitement
ties to cause the tip in the people that will
toward a high-perfor- create and use the
mance culture:
measures to improve
performance, which
1. Everyone needs is why it’s useless to
to be involved in the have consultants or
thinking about what advisors produce or
the
strategy (the choose a set of measgoals) really mean, ures for a team - the

team must do it them- ment currently mean
selves.
in your culture? Does
that support high-per4. The measurement formance?
process
must have
rigour and practical- Stacey Barr is a speity so that people can cialist in organisationlearn it, assess how al performance measwell it’s working for urement and creator
them, master the im- of PuMP, the refreshplementation of it, ingly practical, stepand trust it enough to by-step performance
make it part of their measurement meth“real work”.
odology designed to
overcome
people’s
My second book biggest struggles with
lays out the recipe to KPIs and measures.
achieve this. It’s the
leader’s
handbook Learn about the bad
for creating a high- habits that cause these
performance culture, struggles, and how to
one step at a time, at stop them, by taking
a pace that the current Stacey’s free online
culture can absorb.
course “The 10 Secrets to KPI Success”
Good
performance at http://www.staceymeasurement practice barr.com/the10secretis the tipping point stokpisuccess.
that smooths the way Article Source: httto creating a high- ps://EzineArticles.
performance culture.
com/expert/Stacey_
Barr/10340
SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT:
What does measurePage 6
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A Highly Decorated Navy Seal And Admiral
Reveals The 10 Rules Of Living That Will
Help You Change Your World For The Better
Please Click The Picture To Watch This Amazing Video
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If You Are Needing A Helping Hand To
Succeed With Your Goals And Dreams
Watch This Inspiring Video For 4
Minutes Every Morning
Please Click The Video Picture Below To Watch This Inspiring Video
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Ingredients
1½ cups (175g) rolled oats
½ cup (40g) dessicated coconut
½ cup (60g) raw almonds
3 Tablespoons Love Organic Coconut Oil
3 Tablespoons Love Organic Raw Honey
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
¼ teaspoon bicarb soda – baking soda
1 Tablespoon water – to mix
Method

1.
Combine oats, coconut and almonds into a food processor.
2.
Add oil, honey, baking soda and vanilla.
3.
Mix well for about 15 – 30 seconds or until just combined.
4.
Add the water and process again. The addition of water will
help the cookie mixture stick together if it hasn’t done so already.
5.
Form into 20 small biscuits and place onto a baking sheet
lined with baking paper.
Flatten down with enough room around each biscuit.
6.
Bake for 20 -30 minutes in a low 150 C oven, or until golden brown.
7.
Cool completely before eating and enjoy.
Makes 20 delicious Anzac Biscuits
Store in an airtight container for 5 days

Article and pic thanks to www.healthylife.com.au

Download The Recipe From: http://healthylife.com.au/media/2342/healthy-anzac-biscuits.pdf
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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Super Food Chicken Curry
By Jamie Oliver

This is Jamie’s Bombay Chicken recipe
from his new book
Everyday Super Food
: http://jamieol.com/
SuperFood |
It’s a fantastic, quick
way to cook chicken
without the heavy
sauce or oils. Packed
full of nutrients, protein and fibre it’s a balanced meal that tastes
amazing and does you
good too.
For the perfect start to
2016 check out all the
great videos we have
for a Happier Healthier You: 10 Healthy
Meals : http://jamieol.com/10meals
10
Healthy Drinks : http://

jamieol.com/10drinks
10 Healthy Snacks
:
http://jamieol.
com/10snacks 10
Healthy
Ingredients : http://jamieol.
com/10ingredients
Plus loads more recipes, ideas and inspiration right here : http://
www.jamieoliver.com
For loads more ideas,
inspiration and information on how you
can live a happier,
healthier life through
food check out :
http://www.jamieoliver.com/healthier-...
Links from the video: Jamie’s Super
Food Book | http://
jamieol.com/UpVnBc
More Food Tube vid-

eos | http://jamieol.
com/9T49uV
For
more nutrition info,
click here: http://
jamieol.com/D3JimM
Jamie Oliver’s Food
Tube | http://jamieol.
com/M2xkcF
Subscribe to Food Tube
| http://jamieol.com/
kLO4Xo
Twitter:
http://jamieol.com/
wY1ZTB
Jamie’s
Recipes App | http://
jamieol.com/E0TVBd
Tumblr: http://jamieol.com/6BR1lT Facebook | http://jamieol.
com/sZmG6S More
great recipes | http://
www.jamieoliver.com
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Tap Into The Raw Power Of
Creating Your Legacy By
Finding Your Gap And
Filling It
By Derek White © May 2018

Many people tend to ignore the mind-boggling
power that can be found
by tapping into this significant end of life concept because they don’t
want to or cannot think
in such long term concepts or they are simply
too frightened to think
about the end of their life
or the finality of death.
They want to live their
life now and do the
things they want to do
and it is way too painful
to even think for a split
second that their life is
over. This is all very natural and common place
as it is not healthy or natural to go around in one’s
life dwelling over death
or dying.

that they had not done
more and then wishing
that they had done more
or acheived more with
their lives and often have
regrets such as:

fullest and not wasted
their time.
By having these regrets
and not living their lives
on their terms they have
not tapped into the tremendous power that lies
1: They wish they had within this ‘end of days’
pursued their goals and legacy concept.
dreams and achieved
them.
Here is how to jump the
gap and tap into the pow2: They wish they had er of creating your legaspent more time with cy.
their loved ones and the
people close to them.
The vast bulk of us usually have some sort of big
3: They wish they had or small goal or desire to
expressed
themselves achieve something with
more.
our lives. Unfortunately
many people get put off
4: They wish they had by the tremendous eflearned more.
fort that is often required
to achieve those goals or
5: They wish they had dreams.
taken more control and
planned out their finances The first step towards
better.
achieving your goal or
dream is simply to sit
6: They would have liked down with a pen or pento be happier rather than cil, eraser and a paper
settling for things which pad. Article continued on
made them unhappy.
page...21.

But unfortunately it has
been proven many times
over that by taking the
easy, safe or non-difficult
pathway in life by only
thinking in the now and
short term that many
millions of people end
up getting to the end of 7: They wish they had
their lives and regretting lived their lives to the
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The Changemaker Ripple Effect: How One Person Can
Transform The Lives Of Thousands When Driven by
Passion, Purpose and Boldness
Do you believe
that real, significant change in our
world is possible? Do you ache
to ‘turn off’ the
negativity we are
constantly being
bombarded with
and reconnect with
a dream that will
transform the lives
of others?
Then The Changemaker Ripple Effect is for you…
“This inspirational, positive book
was a delight to
read, and provides the reader
stories of other’s
success, and tools
to begin to create
positive change in
their own lives and
the lives of those
around them, creating a ripple effect from their actions.” —Kathleen
Sandoval,
First
Lady of Nevada .
This book shares
the stories of some
remarkable people who’ve overcome challenges
and uncertainty to
change lives. Inside you’ll meet:
Ian, a businessman
and entrepreneur,
who for the past 25
years devoted his
life to volunteering and improving
the conditions and
resources for children and youth.
A young man
named Julian, who
overcame early life
challenges that led
him to California,

where he built a meals for a man,
movement for mu- woman, or child...
sicians.
More
advance
Michelle, who is praise for The
a triathlete, advo- Changemaker Ripcate for exploited ple Effect:
children and international human re- “One of my passource consultant. sions is helping
people to fulfill
Gerard and Stacey, their potential. In
a French docu- fact, I believe that
mentary filmmaker the greatest gift
and a U.S. social you can give to the
justice champion, people you love,
who joined forces and those you
for hope.
lead, is to fulfill
your potential so
A woman name that you can show
Cherie, who grew them how to fulfill
a small nonprofit theirs.
organization into a
regional force for If this book doesn’t
change and a plat- inspire you to reach
form for address- deeper to achieve
ing poverty.
your full potential,
I’m not sure what
Ten of the key will.
characteristics
they share can be Sarah has writpossessed or de- ten a compelling
veloped by any- book that shares
one—giving each the stories of other
of us the potential real-life people to
to become every- motivate us to live
day heroes in our up to our potential
own areas of the and be a force for
world.
positive change in
the world.
The author has
committed
proceeds from the
Buy it here: https://www.amazon.com/Changemaker-Ripple-Effect-Transbook to benefit
form-Thousands/dp/1535292970/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=147
the Food Bank
3181304&sr=1-1&keywords=the+changemaker+ripple+effect
of Northern Nevada (FBNN), setting the audacious
Her book is one tional
bestsell- of those people it Solutions and
goal of writing the
of those that will ing author of The most in need.
President of InFBNN a $100,000
endure, impact- Miracle Morning
land Empire Comcheck.
ing our world and “You continue to This book is just munity Collaborainspiring change- be an inspiration so timely Sarah, tive
Begin your jourmakers for years and testament of the world needs
ney to becoming
to come, and I the power and im- your words right
a changemaker by
hope that includes pact a single per- now.”
—Susan
buying your copy
you.” —Hal El- son can make in Gomez, CEO of
now! Each book
rod, #1 interna- changing the lives Anima Nonprofpurchase means 16
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.
Nick, Chris and all
the fantasic staff
at Burwood Back
Pain have been my
saving grace and
guardian
angel’s
for many years.
Years ago after a
very serious lower
back collapse when
I was bent over and
doubled up in serious

pain, Nick, Chris and
all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
life in a wheelchair.
Since then they have
rescued me from
quite a number of
serious spinal and
neck problems. I cannot recommend them
all highly enough.
Derek White.

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Unleash The Power Within
Buy This Book Where Ever You Can Find It Or The Audio Book.

The power was
given to you
at the moment
you were born.
Its source is unlimited.
And
when you seize
it, you’ll have
everything you
need to create a
life filled with
more
passion,
excitement, confidence, and joy
than you’ve ever
dreamed.
Isn’t it time
to Unleash the
Power
Within
and claim your
extraordinary potential? How do
you really want
to live? What are
you most excited
about? What are
you grateful for?
Do you often feel
“stuck” in your
life? Are you
unable to make
changes or break
through past beliefs? We often
look outside ourselves for these
answers. When
we do, we give
away our power. It’s time to
find your own
answers…uncover your own
internal motiva-

tions…and set
your own rules!
In Anthony
Robbins’ exciting live audio
seminar Unleash
the Power Within
you’ll discover
how to transform
your limiting beliefs, adding new
meaning
and
depth to your
life. You’ll learn
to tap into your
deepest,
most
personal resources, to become all
that you truly desire and deserve.
And when you
begin to claim
the abundant rewards your future has in store,
you’ll not only
make a remarkable improvement
in your life—but
consequently, in
our world. In Unleash the Power
Within
Tony
shows you how
to live your life
not by hope…
not by chance…
but by design.

Please Click On The Picture To Go
To The Youtube Video.
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

“What Is Your
Legacy
Going To Be?”
Derek White © May 2018
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.
How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 183rd Edition Crossword.
Across

1

2

3

4

1 grain (3)

9

10

4 rule (3)

12

13

7 abbr not applicable
(2)

15 abbr university of
Nebraska (2)
16 abbr Commanding
Officer (2)

33 many thousands
(unable to really
count!) (9)
Down

19 particles that
extend or rise up
(pl) (7)

3 abbr title (2)

28 single unit (3)
29 abbr unusual
occurence (2)
30 abbr hours (3)
31 money unit of Italy
(pl) (4)

25

26

28

29
32

33

2 quarrelled (6)

27 shortened man's
name (2)

24

31

30

18 abbr that is (2)

23 an increase (8)

20
22

27

1 space or gap that
allows passage or
access (7)

22 an abdominal
muscle (2)

Last Week’s Solution.

17

19

23

17 abbr Goggle Earth
(2)

21 abbr Notre Dame
(2)

8

14

21

13 opposite of down
(2)

7

16

18

12 abbr for example
(2)

14 raised platform for
a speaker to
perform (4)

6
11

15

9 person belonging to
a preliterate, nonindustrial society
(10)

5

23 in addition to (4)
24 in the direction
below (4)
25 speak about
something (4)
26 opposite of yeses
(4)
27 part of a circle (3)
32 abbr that is (2)

4 section of the
mouth (3)
5 nearby (2)
6 married woman
whose husband has
passed away (5)
7 people living next
door (pl) (10)
8 donkey (pl) (5)
10 held up for money
and hurt (6)
11 goes (in Italian) (2)
16 man's name (5)
20 a deep red-brown
Pacific sea bream,
eaten as a delicacy
in Japan (3)
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CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Easy 183rd

Hard 183rd

Sudoku

Medium 183rd

182nd Edition Word Search Solution

Last Week’s Solutions 182nd Edition

Easy

Medium

Hard
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Crosswords + Puzzles

Word Search 183rd Edition
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Tap Into The Raw Power Of
Creating Your Legacy By
Finding Your Gap And
Filling It
By Derek White © May 2018

Continued
from
page...12.. Then just
start writing down all
the things that simply
and truly make you
happy and excited.
Continue on and on
with this process until you literally have
written down all the
areas of your life and
what you want to do
with all those areas of
your life, all the goals
you want to achieve
and what all the end
goals and outcomes of
all those activities are.
By the time you have
finished and it may
take you
either a
few days or a few
weeks or even months
depending on how
many goals you have
and much time you
set aside on doing
this exercise. By the
time you finish do-

ing this you will have outcomes will be.
the BluePrint of how
your ideal life will Of course there will
be setbacks and oblook and feel like.
stacles to overcome
If you have done this along the way. Life
task correctly you is not one rose petal
will be simply ecstatic covered pathway that
and full of boundless will instantly give
energy and complete- you everything you
want at a drop of a
ly invigarated.
hat and with endless
And hey presto! You ease.
have seen, created and
written down what Work
harder and
you want your legacy harder, creating more
and more in the
to be.
direction of
your
It’s a bit like having dreams and goals and
exciting
lightening follow the BluePrint
bolts of energy tin- of Your Life. You
gling through your sometimes may have
fingers
and body to draw up a bridgmaking
you feel ing plan which takes
alive, vibrant and on up successfully from
an exciting mission what you may be curin your life and you rently doing across to
know exactly where what you would reyou are going and ally passionately love
how you are going to to do and once again,
get there and what the you may have to work

incredibly hard to fulfil your dreams. An
example of doing this
is for instance, many
people with a passion for singing audition for The Voice, to
bridge them over to
their purpose. In the
background they may
have been studying
singing for 10 years
or more! Their passion will ultimately
see them through.
One by one you will
achieve your goals
and you will become
happier and happier
and there will come
a time when more
and more momentum
starts happening and
things will happen
faster and faster.
So when you do
eventually get to the
natural end of your
life you will not have

it every now and then.
One by one our goals
and dreams are coming true and our momentum is getting
faster and faster and
bigger and bigger and
more and more things
are happening on our
You will have suc- BluePrint of our lives.
cessfully tapped into
the Raw Power of I truly wish each and
creating your Legacy everyone of you sucbecause
you have cess in life and hope
been creating it your you utilise this very
whole life. And not powerful technology
for one moment do of tapping into and
you have to dwell on creating your legacy
the subject of death without ever having
or dying because you to worry about the end
are so full of life and of your life because
creating it, you have you have lived such a
lived your full life.
full life. © May 2018
All Rights Reserved.
Cath and I did this
task about 4 years ago Kind regards Derek
and it was a truly en- White Editor.
vigorating and fantastic exercise to do.
It took us about 3 - 4
weeks and we add to
Page 21
the regrets and upsets
that so many other
people have because
they did not take the
time to write down
their goals in life and
work hard towards
achieving them.
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An Introduction To Banjo
Geoffrey
(Please Click On The Picture To Play The Video)

For Bookings Please Call Or Text Geoffrey On 0434 544 181

Welcome To The Start Of Your“Banjo Journey”
You have started on a
wonderful journey of
discovery. In your first
block of lessons you will
begin with the basics.
By basics we mean the
fundementals of hand
positions, picking patterns, timing and rythm.
Some student travelers
take longer than others.
Be patient and practice
well.
Once you have mastered
these basics you will
have laid the foundations of your musical
road. From there you can
choose to travel alone or
with a guide.
Listen, watch and learn

from your guide and you Rhythm, timing & prowill travel well. The road gress assessment.
begins...Start!!
Lesson 5:
Assessments, review of
picking patterns, rhythm
Lesson Block 1.
Introductions, hand posi- and timing.
tions and basic picking
patterns.
In the
above lesson
block you will be introduced to your first tune
Lesson 2:
whether it is three-finger
Hand positions, progress, scruggs style or Dropmore picking patterns, thumb Mountain 2 finger.
progress.
Depending on your pracAssessment.
tice and determination
you should be making
Lesson 3:
some progress towards
playing your first tune
Progress in picking tec- with a reasonable degree
of confidence.
niques.
Lesson 4:
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour: $50 plus gst Per
Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour

= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?
130th Edition 4th April 2017

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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